
Remember Hiroshima & 
Nagasaki

Join us to  remember those who died when the 
nuclear bombs were dropped, those who still suffer 

from radiation poisoning, and say NEVER AGAIN!

Hiroshima Day - Saturday 6th 
August, 3pm, by the Packhorse 

Bridge in Hebden Bridge
Readings, poetry, music, reflection
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The U.S. dropped atomic bombs on the cities of Hiroshima 
and Nagasaki in Japan, at the close of WW2 in August 1945. 
Japan wanted to surrender, but the US used the bomb anyway 
to show its strength and dominate the post-war world.

The cites were obliterated: by 1950, over 340,000 people had 
died. A nuclear explosion kills indiscriminately, vapourising 
human tissue, and cancers caused by radiation poisoning 
continue to affect generations not even born at the time.

Yet despite the knowledge of the horrific devastation these 
weapons cause, there are still 16,000 nuclear weapons in 
the world.  Britain owns 225 warheads as part of its Trident 
system. Each of these bombs is 8 times the power of that 
dropped on Hiroshima. The Government has just voted to 
renew these horrifying weapons (July 2016) at a cost of £205 
billion)!  

Join us and help say NO to nuclear weapons. 
Come to the commemoration.  We will be joined by the 
Mayor, various representatives of the faith communities, and 
others from our community for a simple 45 minute ceremony 
including poetry, readings, and song. 
Saturday 6th August, 3pm at the Pack Horse Bridge in 
Hebden Bridge

This commemoration has been organised by Calder Valley 
CND for Peace & Justice - join us on facebook.com/

caldervalleycnd,  email cath@yorkshirecnd.org.uk, or phone 
07980 291478
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